Educate Your Team.
Inspire Your Audience.
STARTUP MENTOR,
Founder,
The Launch CodeTM

high impact STARTUP KEynotes, WEBINARS & trainings
I’m a startup mentor who helps B2B tech
startups scale their sales globally based on my
30-year international career as an executive,
entrepreneur, and investor.
I support startup founders using The Launch
Code - my 9-step business development
framework that helps them boost their revenues
by adapting corporate planning, sales and
management techniques to an entrepreneurial
environment.

MY MoST POPULAR TOPICS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entrepreneurship
Sales and marketing
Business development
International expansion
Leadership & management
Team productivity

My keynotes, workshops, webinars and
mentoring demonstrations speak to the core
interests of entrepreneurs and encourages
them to consider new ideas and take action - in
person or online.

GET IN TOUCH TO DISCUSS HOW I CAN CONTRIBUTE TO YOUR EVENT
			Eniko Maria Domjan 				Further information
			

(PR & Partnerships)

			speaking@thelaunchcode.net		
			
+36 70 651 0441

Content Menu

Get Inspired!

Click on the
category or ti
tle
to learn more
!

Grow & Expand

Sell & Engage

•

The Entrepreneur’s Secret: Why
some thrive while others barely
survive

•

Fix Your Value Proposition or
Die! Convince your prospects to
buy what you’re selling

•

The Power of Focus: Choose
your love and love your choice

•

•

The Launch Mindset: Adapt
corporate
thinking
to
an
entrepreneurial environment to
make your business ‘Blast off!’

Sales That Scales: Focus your
planning and execution to grow
your B2B revenues

•

Customer First Communication:
Get your prospects to understand
and engage

					
• Walk a Mile in Their Shoes: How
			
to build successful corporate-

•

Going Global: How to make
international expansion work

•

Target USA: Expand your
business into the world’s biggest
market

•

Destination planning: Build the
business you dream about!

					
			

startup partnerships

•

Pitch Like a Pro: Get investors to
care, understand and remember

					
			

Watch & Learn
•

Speed Mentoring LIVE!
Challenge me with your biggest
headache!

The Launch Code
•

Unlock the code to scale
your sales globally: A 9-step
blueprint to boost your startup’s
B2B revenues
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About me
•
•

Professional background
My purpose

My references
„Zoltan is always welcome at our events.
Our data shows his presentations
are always very well received.”
Michael Chaffe,
CEO
Wolves Summit

CONFERENCES & Events

ACCELERATORS & INCUBATORS

Back to content menu
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Get Inspired!
Ideal for 20-minute keynote
speeches or 45-minute webinars

The Entrepreneur’s Secret:
Why some thrive while others
barely survive

The Power of Focus:
Choose your love AND love your
choice

The statistics speaks for themselves. Nearly
90% of startups fail and only 50% of small
businesses make it past their fifth year.

We all dream of achieving something great:
to build a successful business or career, or
to take on a personal challenge.

Still, a few entrepreneurs do manage to overcome the
odds and survive the uncertain launch period of their
business to build a long-term, sustainable, and profitable
company. How do they manage? What do these
entrepreneurs do differently than everyone else?

Yet so few of us turn these dreams into reality. What
separates those of us who do from those who don’t?
The answer lies in the “power of focus.”
In his keynote, Zoltan Vardy explains that to achieve your
dreams you must “choose your love & love your choice.”

In his keynote, Zoltan Vardy reveals The Entrepreneur’s
Secret: the three critical behaviors that differentiate
founders who thrive versus those who never get to the
finish line.

Tapping into his 30-year global career as an executive,
entrepreneur, investor and advisor, Zoltan uses stories
from his business career to support his argument, and
takes a closer look at how focus has determined the path
of some of the world’s greatest business people.

Tapping into his 30-year global career as an executive,
entrepreneur, investor and advisor, Zoltan uses
examples from renowned entrepreneurs and his own
personal stories to bring each of these attributes to life
and engage his audience in a journey of discovery about
the nature of entrepreneurship.

He also shares a process the audience can use to identify
where they should focus their limited time, energy, and
resources to achieve their desired outcome.
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The Launch Mindset:
ADAPT corporate thinking to AN
ENTREPRENURIAL ENVIRONMENT AND
MAKE YOUR BUSINESS „BLAST OFF!”
Many startups reach a stage where
entrepreneurial spirit is not enough to take
the business to the next level.
Founders may have a lot of great ideas, but
they need a framework that helps them channel
these ideas into building a scalable business.
Enter ‘The Launch Mindset’ – a business
development approach that adapts the best of
corporate planning, sales, and management
techniques to an entrepreneurial environment.
Drawing on his 30-year global career as an
executive, entrepreneur, advisor and investor,
Zoltan Vardy shares his personal journey of
discovery as he moves between his corporate
career and the world of startups to reveal the
origins of ‘The Launch Mindset’.
He demonstrates how startup founders who
embrace the best of corporate thinking while
maintaining their ‘get it done’ entrepreneurial
attitude are best equipped to create a successful
global business.

“Motivation and inspiration – that’s what
my colleagues felt even weeks after Zoltan
spoke at the opening of our new offices.”
Attila Kecsmar,
Co-Founder & CEO,
Antavo

Back to content menu
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Sell & Engage
Ideal for 45-minute webinars
or 90-minute trainings

FIX YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION OR DIE!
CONVINCE YOUR prospects TO buy
what you’re selling

Sales That Scales:
Focus your planning and execution
to grow your B2B revenues

You have 8 seconds to convince your
prospect to buy what you’re selling. Can’t
do it? You just lost a new customer.

All businesses share one purpose: they
must generate revenues from the sale of
their product to paying customers.

Many entrepreneurs can’t explain what problem their
business solves and why they’re better than the
competition. The result: their communication is confusing,
their product development and sales are unfocused, and
their team is frustrated.

Yet early-stage businesses often don’t generate reliable
revenues because they can’t explain clearly why
customers should buy what they’re selling, and their
sales activities are unreliable and inconsistent.

Zoltan Vardy builds on his 30-year global career as an
executive, entrepreneur, investor and advisor to teach
a simple, five-step process that helps startups create a
single sentence that explains why their target customer
should buy their product or service.

In his training, Zoltan Vardy introduces a proven recipe
to get them on the path to more revenues: first, he
introduces a 5-step process to create a clear value
proposition, and then shares a customer acquisition
process that helps startups identify and engage with the
right target prospects.

Participants learn to pinpoint the problem they solve,
define their target customer, choose their product or
service’s key benefit, and highlight what makes their
offer unique or compelling.

Building on his 30-year global career as an executive,
entrepreneur, investor and advisor, Zoltan includes
hands-on exercises to help participants apply these
concepts in practice.

They leave with a simple statement that explains to
customers, business partners and team-members
what their business does so even a 12-year-old will
understand!

They leave the training with a clear value proposition in
hand and an action plan to accelerate their B2B sales.

Participants can submit their current value proposition
and get tips during the webinar on how to improve it
using Zoltan’s 5-step process.
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Customer First Communication:
Get your PROSPECTS to understand
and engage
We all understand that marketing is all
about the customer. Yet startup founders
often forget this and wonder why prospects
don’t’ respond to their approach.
Here’s the problem: customers don’t care who you are
until you’ve answered the one question at the forefront of
their minds: “Which of my problems do you solve?”
Tapping into his 30 years of global experience as an
executive, entrepreneur, investor and advisor, Zoltan
Vardy teaches entrepreneurs how to move away from
me focused messaging and marketing materials and
create customer first communication instead.
Participants learn a 6-part messaging framework that
engages clients and gets them to take action, and how to
apply this approach to their emails, one-pager, website,
sales presentation and elevator pitch.

Walk a Mile in Their Shoes:
HOW TO BUILD SUCCESSFUL STARTUPCORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

Pitch Like A Pro:
Get investors to care, understand
and remember

Startup-corporate partnerships are among
of the most sought-after collaborations
in the startup world. So, why do so few of
them succeed?

Fundraising is a critical driver of startup
growth yet many founders harm their
chances because they can’t pitch well.
They must learn how to present their business
so investors care about it, understand and remember it.

While both parties share a common goal -- to bring an
innovation to life -- they don’t speak the same language.
Their motivations, expectations and ways of working are
entirely different from each other.

Drawing on his 30 years of global experience as an
executive, entrepreneur, investor and advisor, Zoltan
Vardy reveals how to prepare and deliver a high impact
investor pitch. He shares insights from the 1,000+
presentations he’s done, and the hundreds of pitches
he’s seen as an investor & judge.

Zoltan Vardy taps into his 30 years of global experience
as an executive, entrepreneur, investor, and advisor
to demonstrate why the foundation of successful
startup- corporate collaboration begins with each party
committing to ‘walk a mile in the other man’s shoes.”

Zoltan shows participants how to prepare for a pitch by
placing your audience’s perspective at its center. Next,
he presents a pitch structure that makes the investment
story easy to follow and understand. Finally, introduces
elements that dress up the pitch and make it more
enjoyable and memorable.

Each side must first appreciate the motivations and
expectations of their counterpart, and use this to
understanding to create a realistic path toward success.
Participants get a deep insight into what drives the
mentality and operations of a corporation, and what
determines the thinking and approach of a startup. Both
parties discover what they need to do differently to work
effectively and increase their chances of creating a
mutually beneficial partnership.

Founders leave with the confidence that their next
investor pitch will be their best one yet!
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Grow & Expand
Ideal for 45-minute webinars
or 90-minute trainings

Going Global:
How to make international
expansion work

Target USA:
Expand your business into the
world’s biggest market

Most startup founders dream of building
a global business. Yet international
expansion is a complex process, which is
almost always harder than you expect.

A strong presence in the world’s largest
market boosts a startup’s revenue potential
and gives it instant standing with potential
customers, investors, and staff.

How can startups pave the way to becoming an
international business?

Every international business looking to enter the US
must first overcome a major hurdle: building credibility
with local business partners.

In his webinar, Zoltan Vardy draws on his 30 years
of global experience as an executive, entrepreneur,
investor and advisor to reveal the key elements of focus,
sales and execution that every B2B startup must follow
to successfully move beyond its borders.

Zoltan Vardy, who was born and educated in the United
States, taps into his 30-years of global experience as an
executive, entrepreneur, investor, and advisor to reveal
the keys to a successful US market entry.

He introduces specific tools to help founders ensure the
basic requirements are in place, a business development
methodology they can use to close their first deals and
an execution approach that guarantees they stick to
what delivers results.

In this training, he shares insights into US business and
culture that international founders will face, he explains
how to build credibility with local business partners and
he outlines a go-to-market blueprint for getting a strong
foothold in the world’s biggest market.

Participants leave with a clear understanding of
the challenges and opportunities of expanding into
international markets, and what steps they must take to
make their dream of building a global business a reality

Participants get a clear picture of how they can expand
into the US, and what immediate steps they need to take
to make their dream a reality.
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Destination planning
BUILD THE BUSINESS YOU DREAM
ABOUT
“Zoltan is motivational and specific at the same
time. Startups can use his lessons every day in
their business.”

It’s easy for entrepreneurs to get lost in
the day-to-day stress and responsibility of
running their business.

Ales Pustovrh,
Partner,
Fil Rouge Accelerator

Sometimes, they need to take a step back and ask
themselves: is my hard work leading me to where I want
to go?
In his webinar, Zoltan Vardy introduces Destination
Planning, a simple, 5-step process to help startup
founders define the business they want to build and
identify the actions they need to take to get them there.
Zoltan taps into his 30-years of global experience as an
executive, entrepreneur, investor, and advisor to help
participants define what “success” looks like for them,
measure their progress as they execute their plan, and
inspire their team with a clear vision.
Participants understand their true motivation for building
a business and leave with a clear picture of what they
want to achieve.

Back to content menu
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Watch & Learn
Ideal showpiece at conferences,
company events and training programs

Speed Mentoring LIVE!
CHALLENGE ME WITH YOUR
BIGGEST HEADACHE!
Witness as a professional mentor gets just
30 minutes to help solve a startup founder’s
most critical business challenge.
The process is simple: startup founders submit a
challenge they’ve been struggling with for some time.
Maybe they can’t seem to find product-market fit or
attract new customers. Perhaps they’re looking for the
right strategy to expand internationally.
Zoltan Vardy engages in a 30-minute live mentoring
session that begins with identifying the source of
the challenge and continues with the entrepreneur
answering a series of questions to arrive at a few
alternative solutions. With the clock ticking down, Zoltan
helps the founder arrive at clear resolution and commit
to next steps to implement the solution.

“It was an outstanding
experience
how
quickly
Back
to content
menu
Zoltan saw our problem and showed us the right
way in no time.
He helped us to determine our value proposition in
30 minutes - priceless help!
I recommend this to every startup!”

The hour-long event happens in an ‘arena-like’ setting
and incorporates a moderator who introduces the
participants at the start and leads an evaluation of the
mentoring process after its conclusion. This assessment
helps the audience learn how they can apply the
principles uncovered during the mentoring process to
their own business situation.

Gergo Bakonyi,
Co-Founder & CEO,
Sweet City

These sessions often conclude with an amazing
breakthrough the founder hasn’t said out loud ever
before and can have a lasting impact their business!
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The Launch Code

Unlock the code to
Recurring B2B REVENUES

“The Launch Code is an eye-opener even for
a seasoned sales guy like me. It’s not just
one more concept. Zoltan takes you by the
hand thru practical exercises to build your
own business.”
Jean-Luc Momprivé
Founder,
UX Mining

A 3 x 4-hour workshop that helps you add
3-to-5 new international clients to your
business
each
month by applying
corporate planning, sales and management
techniques to a startup environment.

Click here to learn more
The Launch Code workshop.

I. Focus
1. Value Proposition
2. Product Offering
3. Messaging & Tools

II. BUILD

III. execute

4. Outbound Sales
5. Partnerships
6. Inbound Marketing

7. Goal Setting
8. Performance Mngmnt
9. Team & Organization
Execute based on targets

Focus your offer & message

Build a scalable sales model

From confusing to clear

From inconsistent to predictable

From disorganized to structured

You’ll learn how to communicate so
target customers understand why they
should buy what you’re selling. We’ll
cover a 5-step process for creating
a clear value proposition, explain
how to determine a product offering
prospects can say ‚yes’ to, and how
to build customer-first messaging that
you can apply to all of your sales &
marketing materials.

You’ll learn how to build a predictable
sales model to ensure you
consistently close new deals and
generate recurring revenues. I’ll
show you how to identify the best
prospects and acquire customers
through outbound sales, develop
partnerships to build your sales reach
and credibility, and use inbound
marketing to create visibility & leads

You’ll learn how to set up your
execution, so you focus your efforts
and reach your revenue targets. I’ll
show you a simple way to set goals
and KPIs, introduce a system to track
your performance so you can adjust
and make better decisions, and
organize your team to cover all
necessary sales functions & prepare
it to scale as your business grows.

The Launch Code workshop teaches you how to...
Explain clearly why clients should buy what
you're selling

Build partnerships to expand your reach and
credibility

Create a product offering clients can say
‘yes’ to easily

Focus your time and resources to reach your
revenue targets

Develop marketing tools that engage your
prospects

Set up your team so it can scale as your
company grows

Launch a scalable sales model that generates
the right leads and closes deals

Back to content menu
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About me

My Purpose

Startup Mentor,
Founder, The Launch Code

I know how to scale a business
globally because I’ve done it
countless times myself.
I’ve built and managed multimillion-dollar businesses for global
media corporations and launched
media and tech startups in a dozen
countries.
I’ve experienced both corporate
comforts
and
entrepreneurial
uncertainty and know the thrill and
challenges of creating ‘something
from nothing’ first-hand.
My purpose is to apply my
knowledge and insights
to helping entrepreneurs
experience the personal
satisfaction and rewards of
building a successful global
business.
I’m committed to mentoring,
training, and creating content that
combines the best of corporate and
entrepreneurial thinking to guide
B2B tech startup founders on how
to scale their companies.

Zoltan Vardy is a startup mentor who
helps B2B tech startups scale their
sales globally by applying his 9-step
business development framework
called The Launch CodeTM.
The Launch CodeTM is built on the
principles, tools, and techniques Zoltan
used to close $2 billion in sales over his
30-year global career as an executive,
entrepreneur, and investor. It gives
startup founders a blueprint to boost
their revenues by adapting corporate
planning, sales, and management
techniques to an entrepreneurial
environment.
Zoltan was formerly Sr. Vice President/
Global Sales at NBC Universal
International, and a regional CEO at
Germany’s ProSiebenSat1 Media,
managing over a thousand employees
& hundreds of millions of dollars in
revenue. He helped launch a dozen

international media, technology and
professional
services
businesses
including eEuropeMedia, Brainient and
Antavo.
Zoltan has accelerated the revenue
growth of hundreds of startups
in fintech, medtech, agtech, AI,
business services, and media by
introducing them to The Launch
Code via 1-on-1 mentoring & group
workshops.

I also support the growth of a vibrant
European
startup
ecosystem
by partnering with accelerators
and spreading the values of
entrepreneurship at conferences
and events.

Zoltan also hosts the Launch Stories
global startup podcast.
He was born & raised in the US,
graduated from Cornell University,
and divides his time between London
and Budapest. He tests his limits by
participating in Spartan Race obstacle
course races.

Check out my global startup podcast to
hear from entrepreneurs and investors
who’ve built successful global
businesses.

CONTACT:
zoltan.vardy@me.com
Budapest: +36-30-400-1853
London: +44-7827-664438

Eniko Maria Domjan (PR & Partnerships)
speaking@thelaunchcode.net
+36 70 651 0441
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For more info

